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BBC WM’s Charity Appeal  

How would YOU like YOUR CHARITY to benefit from the publicity and support of an exclusive appeal 

partnership with one of the country’s top radio stations?   

BBC WM has a proud 40 year history of supporting organisations in need, whether by simply raising 

awareness about issues, supporting fundraising events, or most notably our highly successful partnership with 

Birmingham Children’s Hospital, which raised £1.5 million to build a new renal unit through our Kidney Kids 

Appeal.   

This document sets out what our next appeal aims to achieve and how it will work, what BBC WM expects 

from our Appeal partner charities and what prospective charities will need to do to submit a successful 

application.  

Scale of Involvement  

Our aim is to involve EVERY listener in a  powerful campaign that makes a dramatic impact on the lives of 

those less fortunate and which generates great, “talk-about radio” and online content.   

This will not necessarily be by raising the most amount of money. Raising awareness and engaging 

audiences in the issues behind the need will leave a legacy just as lasting as the money that is raised.  

We will look to our charity partners for ways in which we can make this appeal accessible enough for 

everyone to play a meaningful part, and newsworthy enough to encourage listeners to spread the word to 

bring in more funds.  

Fundraising  

The BBC WM Kidney Kids Appeal had a big presence on our airwaves with the charity mentioned on air 

throughout the campaign. It’s crucial that any future partnerships build on this legacy and, if anything, 

increase the charity-giving profile both on the airwaves and in the community.    

The charity should benefit people living in BBC WM‘s broadcast area – Birmingham and the Black Country.  
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We are also open to the idea of charities forming ‘partnerships’ or collaborations to bid as a group rather than 

individual organisations as long as they can present a cohesive and mutually beneficial way of working 

together and with us.  

The most irresistible need  

We have no fixed ideas of where the money from the appeal should be spent. Given our ambition to allow 

our audience some direct input on this however, there is more requirement than ever to find causes that 

come over well in radio and online content with irresistible force.  

The key to achieving this will be finding projects that address a need that the BBC WM listeners will quickly 

"get" and that deliver a change to people's lives that can easily be demonstrated. There should be an 

instantly recognisable emotional bond with potential donors via the charity itself and the projected outcomes.   

Appeal principles 

There are principles behind the appeal –  

 Maximising the proceeds is not the sole idea 

Changing hearts and minds to meet local needs and achieve positive social change will play a large part in 

our appeal.  The charity we work with will hopefully come to appreciate that perhaps the longest lasting 

impact of the Appeal lies not solely in the money raised but in the understanding of the issues and the 

connections forged between our audience and people the appeal tries to help.  

The content that we broadcast in our programmes and make available on our website must deliver robust 

information and make a connection with many thousands of people.   We have never pulled punches in our 

treatment of the causes for which we work and never compromised our commitment to portraying the people 

we meet as individuals and not objects of pity.  

This sentiment is reinforced by using interactive media to connect our online community more deeply to those 

they will help and to gain a fuller understanding of why people come to be in such need and what it will take 

to change things.  
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This year, as has already been mentioned, our aim is to maximise awareness and involvement in the appeal 

to the greatest possible number of people living in Birmingham and the Black Country, as well as helping to 

raise as much money as possible.   

We'd like this appeal to touch the life of everyone here.  

 We never directly ask for cash donations  

We want our appeal to be open to all.  A well-off person isn't necessarily better-off when it comes to taking 

part in our appeals – everyone can offer something. We want to provide the framework – so that everyone 

can be involved. But all the hard work is done by listeners and users with ingenuity, ideas and energy. The 

primary objective is to ensure the maximum participation of our audiences. We are hoping to stimulate them, 

whatever their circumstances, to be participating, discriminating, critical, active individuals in your charity 

appeal.  

How the appeal works. 

The easiest way to approach the appeal is to see it as a campaign. After launch, it moves through several 

stages, lives across a range of media and pulls in different audiences to build a community that is united in a 

common goal to take action and raise both funds and awareness.  

Timelines  

The search for our new appeal partner will begin in May 2011, and we will ask for applications to be 

submitted by Friday 1st July 2011. The selection process will take place and we will announce a shortlist soon 

afterwards with a presentation by the shortlisted charities at BBC WM in July, when a decision on the 

successful partner will be made.  

The fundraising campaign will start in Autumn 2011 and continue for 12 months.   

The decision of the BBC WM Charities Steering Group is final and no correspondence will be entered with 

unsuccessful parties after the final decision is made.  
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Our requirements  

We intend to place the appeal right at the heart of our programmes. We will be looking for compelling stories 

to illustrate the issues and those who will benefit from the appeal. Offering our audience a chance to take 

part will be essential to the appeal’s success: 

o We will need you to be a registered charity. 

o We will need fundraising packs from you with advice about different ways listeners can get 

involved, which can be downloaded from your website. 

o We will need monthly regular updates on the appeal’s progress for our use internally and 

externally.  

o Fundraising branded resources (posters etc). 

 

 

 

Marketing 

 

The successful partner will already have the infrastructure and expertise to deal with marketing, 

administrative and organisational aspects of the campaign. BBC WM’s involvement is purely as a 

media partner and the radio station will not be collecting money on its premises or be able to devote 

any administrative or marketing effort to the publicity campaign. These and related areas will be the 

responsibilities of the successful charity partner working in close co-operation with the radio station. 

 

We will want specific guarantees of the level of the projected campaign marketing spend and a 

specified commitment to the number of weekly man-hours devoted to the partnership with BBC WM.   

 

 

 

Access to Case Studies  

The radio and online content will include fundraising information and inspiration along with appeal packages – 

depicting "the need". It would be hard to overstate the importance of the "need" as we will rely heavily on our 

partner charities for irresistible case studies and contributors to make them as powerful as they can be.  
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Supplementary editorial pieces will also be made showing how the fundraising is going, and the charity's 

resources may be required to secure the requisite access.  

Targets  

Specific targets for fundraising will be agreed prior to appeal launch, but it is important to reiterate the first 

appeal principle that the only objective is NOT to raise as much money as possible. Targets are an important 

incentive to the audience and offer individuals a measure of success, but BBC WM will not relinquish its 

commitment to the educational nature of the appeal in order to bolster response to reach a financial target.  

What we expect from our partners. 

The appeal relies on a very close relationship between BBC WM and the incumbent charities' teams. This 

requires the allocation of a dedicated account/project manager for each charity to act as liaison with the BBC 

production team as the main point of contact for the radio station and all related external contacts. This 

account manager should have authority to make decisions on behalf of the charity.  

There will be a letter of agreement drafted, agreed and signed by all parties, accompanied by a document 

outlining agreed roles and responsibilities. This may be re-visited during the campaign but acts as a useful 

point of reference for both sides at the outset.  

This is what we expect our partners to do:  

Radio and Online Content . 

o To source and provide case studies for the appeal editorial content and associated web 

content and assist the production team in the telling of these stories. 

o To assist programme makers with key messages. 

o To provide the web content to engage the BBC WM audience with news from the appeal, 

information about where money from the appeal is going and the difference it will make. 

o To deliver celebrities (relevant to our audience) who endorse the charity's cause to give the 

appeal more profile.  

 

Fundraising-related & Educational Content 
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o To work in an advisory capacity on all aspects of producing fundraising-related content and 

provide full support for the duration of the partnership. 

o To source all factual material regarding the fundraising mechanism as required by BBC 

WM’s programme teams.  

o To develop and produce all the fundraising content required by the Appeal campaign both in 

print and online (both screen-based and downloadable). 

Press & PR  

o To assist with the promotion of the campaign and the production of PR materials for this, in 

liaison with BBC WM and on occasion with the BBC’s Press and Publicity team. 

o To instigate and implement powerful marketing ideas for the appeal throughout the year.  

Design & Branding  

o To work together in consultation with BBC WM and produce briefing documents for joint 

campaign logo, print and web design and then produce a finished and agreed design. 

o To ensure that BBC WM’s approval is obtained in advance for any piece of material, copy or 

design produced to support the appeal. 

Third Parties  

o To be responsible for the management of relevant third parties involved in the appeal: e.g. 

banks etc  

Fundraising Logistics 

There will be one fundraising platform/mechanism for the whole appeal, to be managed by the BBC.  

o Individual charities are expected to be responsible for the administration and management of 

fundraising aspects of the appeal which are likely to include:  

o Liaising with organisations, groups, businesses.  

o Dealing with individual enquiries, both directly and referred by BBC WM. 

o Establishing ways of contacting the charities for further information and to 

donate, and the related resources to facilitate this, for the radio station to 

publicise. 

  

Finances and reporting processes  
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o To spend the funds appropriately (as agreed with BBC WM before launch) and as soon as 

possible. 

o To continue to report back on spending of funds until all the money has been spent 

(frequency and format tbc). 

o To report to BBC WM on the progress of the appeal with an overview on a weekly basis and 

a monthly more detailed update. 

o To complete the BBC Charity Appeal Advisory Committee's new appeal evaluation. 

o To minimise administration costs. 

Other  

o At the end of each appeal each charity concerned submits its accounts to the BBC's Charity 

Appeals Advisory Committee. BBC WM also submits a report on the overall impact of the 

appeal to that Committee.  

The application process. 

Once you've read this document, and assuming you wish to submit an application, there are three stages to 

the process before BBC WM appoints its appeal partners.  

Informal Meeting  

You are more than welcome to arrange an informal chat by phone with Jenny Wilkes -  Events and 

Promotions Manager for BBC WM. E-mail: jenny.wilkes@bbc.co.uk Phone 0121 567 6040  

This is optional and the function of this would be to find answers to any questions you may have regarding the 

process or the responsibilities of the partner during the appeal or to get feedback on any suggestions you 

may be considering.  

This may be arranged for any time from now until the submission deadline.  

Written Proposal  

Every charity wishing to be considered for appointment as appeal partner must submit a written document 

detailing their proposal. There are some suggestions for things you should think about including in your 

application below, but beyond that, the content and format are up to you.  

mailto:jenny.wilkes@bbc.co.uk
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DVDs of relevant film content are always helpful. We're happy to have applications submitted as electronic 

documents (MS Word, PowerPoint or PDF etc), but if you send in hard copies, please supply us with four 

copies.  

The proposals are then read and "long-listed" by the Managing Editor, BBC WM.  This long-list of 15 – 20 is 

then considered by the BBC WM Steering Group and the BBC Charity Appeals Advisory Committee to arrive 

at a short-list of no more than four possible candidates.  

The short-list will be finalised and the successful applicants informed by the steering group immediately after 

the decision. Unsuccessful applicants will be informed in due course as quickly as possible.  

Live Pitch  

Short-listed charities will be invited to attend a live pitching session at BBC WM in August 2011.  

Each pitch should last no longer than 40 minutes, including questions. We would strongly suggest that your 

main presentation lasts for no more than 20 minutes leaving 20 minutes for questions from the steering 

group.    

The panel assessing will include the Managing Editor, a representative of the BBC's Charity Appeal Advisory 

Committee and members of the BBC WM Charity Steering Group. 

The content of your live pitch is at your discretion, though if it were a departure from the proposal outlined in 

your written application, that would jeopardise your success. The use of audio-visual presentation content is 

encouraged – we work in sound and pictures, so it's easier for us to relate to ideas with rich presentation. 

Technology will be available for presentation including a projector, DVD player, laptop and audio monitors.  

The panel will deliberate immediately after the live pitches and aim to come to a decision on the same day, 

but the charity chosen to be our partners for the appeal will be informed by telephone and in writing.     

The unsuccessful short-listed candidates will be informed shortly afterwards.   

Your application 
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There is no set way to apply for this role or to pitch to us but the most obvious is to be brief and to-the-point. 

Prepare a short and accessible document which sets out each aspect of your suggested appeal. Your 

application will be considered against the following criteria:  

The Need:  

o Must be relevant to our audience and prompt an emotional response. 

o Must be newsworthy with the potential for editorial content throughout the year, up to date 

and relevant to our listeners. 

o Must work well in radio and online terms and capture the imagination of our audiences. 

The Change:  

o Our audience must be able to see what difference they will make through the appeal: the 

project's effectiveness should lend itself to radio and online. 

o Change to people's lives in Birmingham and the Black Country must be demonstrable, even 

if the project provides physical support/relief/development. 

o Our audiences should feel empowered by making even a tiny contribution. 

o The BBC WM audience must have a good degree of ownership of this change: i.e. if the 

money goes into a massive scheme, the benefit to our audience is reduced. 

o We appreciate that there are costs involved in resourcing such a fundraising appeal, although 

the majority of the money raised must go to people who need help: we won't pay for 

administration, computer systems or PR advisers. 

 

• The contributions should make the charitable organisation demonstrably more sustainable at 

the end of the year’s fundraising. 

• There should also be evidence that there are long-term benefits as a result of the appeal so 

that the organisation can move forward and develop. 

 

Fundraising:  

o Must suggest and create ways for the audience and the radio station to be involved. 

o Supplementary fundraising and awareness-raising activities to complement on air activities. 

Your Organisation:  

o You should be prepared for your organisation's governance, management and financial 

wellbeing to receive some scrutiny, in terms of capacity and sustainability by the BBC and our 

listeners.  
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We can't save the world.  Sometimes people think we can and write heartbreaking appeals that we could 

never deliver. What we can do is make a difference realistically, but with ambition. We can have a lasting 

impact on hearts and minds.  

If your charity meets the criteria above and you would like to proceed with an application, please ensure that 

it is submitted to Jenny Wilkes no later than Friday 1st July 2011. 

If you would like to attend our information evening, please contact Jenny by Wednesday 18th May 2011. 

jenny.wilkes@bbc.co.uk 

Phone: 0121 567 6040  

 

We believe that this is a fantastic opportunity for a charity to embark on a highly effective 

partnership with one of the UK’s top radio stations. Together we can make a big difference to the 

lives of needy people.   
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